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In 2018, the National Tooling and Machining Association is celebrating our 75th Anniversary. We’ll share stories, information and the history of the organization throughout the year. Do you have something that you would like to share? Please contact Kelly LaMarca at klamarca@ntma.org with any stories, photos or ideas. We look forward to celebrating our diamond anniversary together!
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NATIONAL TOOLING AND MACHINING ASSOCIATION

NTMA SAYS GOODBYE TO RICHARD DALE “DICK” CARR

Dick, formerly of Lebanon, Missouri and most recently of Destin, Florida was a former NTMA chairman and past president of the Missouri Chamber of Commerce in addition to serving on several boards and civic committees.
Dick was CEO of Detroit Tool and Engineer Company in Lebanon. In 1986, he acquired Superior Gearbox Company and located facilities in Stockton and Buffalo.
His hobbies included fishing, hunting, flying and his automobile collection.
He was an active member of Trinity Episcopal Church in Lebanon and also attended St. Simons Church in Ft. Walton Beach, Florida.
He is survived by his wife, Karen, of 31 years; five children, two brothers, one sister, and 15 grandchildren.
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SAVE THE DATE

CHAPTER LEADERSHIP SUMMIT 2019

January 30 - Feb 1, 2019
Nashville, TN
Dave Tilstone / President

It is bitter sweet for me to be writing you for the last time as the president of the NTMA. I have enjoyed my tenure here for more reasons than I can list, but in reality, it’s time for me to pass the torch to Dr. Dean Bartles, your new president. As most of you know, the process to identify and recruit the New CEO was put in motion one year ago as part of the succession plan. I joined the NTMA almost eight years ago during very turbulent times in the market place and at the NTMA. Because they all run successful businesses, aren’t necessarily the popular ones. The small business owners and most importantly the strategists and advisors to the industry. I especially appreciate their loyalty and commitment to the NTMA.

Many changes have been implemented since I joined the NTMA. Some were welcomed with enthusiasm—others with skepticism, but in the end, the tough decisions aren’t necessarily the popular ones. The NTMA staff deserve all the credit for executing on key initiatives that allow for executing on key initiatives that allow me to make the aforementioned statement. They are all A players who work as a team and thrive in an atmosphere of accountability and challenge. I’m very proud to have been associated with such professionals and admire their business acumen and management capabilities.

Our strength is also due, in large part, to our National Associates and Affinity Partners. They provide technology, services and products that make the NTMA more competitive and profitable. Without them, we would not be able to have the rich content at our conferences, nor enjoy the relationships with some of the world’s leading companies in our industry. I especially appreciate their loyalty and commitment to the NTMA.

Dr. Dean, he’s a very accomplished professional who has managed a multimillion dollar division for a defense contractor, has held leadership positions at associations and their boards, as well as educational and government-funded institutions. He’s a life-long learner with a passion for U.S. manufacturing. I encourage each of you to welcome him and invite him to your chapters and businesses, so he too can experience the pride and dedication in support of Made By American Families.

I plan to stay involved with the industry that I so dearly love. In this way it is “see you later” rather than goodbye.

Dave Tilstone / NTMA President

Dave Tilstone / NTMA President

Dave Tilstone / NTMA President
The NTMA Technology Team is committed to improving the perception of American manufacturing by promoting and recognizing excellence in member shops. The 6S Excellence Award is specifically designed to honor shops that display excellence in organization and efficiency.

COMPANIES APPLY FOR THE AWARD BY SUBMITTING A SELF-ASSESSMENT BASED ON CRITERIA THAT DEMONSTRATES BEST IN CLASS PRACTICE IN THESE SIX CATEGORIES:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SAFETY</th>
<th>SORT</th>
<th>SET IN ORDER</th>
<th>SHINE</th>
<th>STANDARDIZE</th>
<th>SUSTAIN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Recipients of the 6S Award are presented with a Certificate of Excellence at the NTMA Fall Conference which will be held in Denver, Colorado, October 23-26.

For the 6S audit worksheets and application go to http://ntma.org/resources/documents/6s-excellence-program/ or contact Christine Benco at 216-264-2835 or cbenco@ntma.org

The deadline for applications for the 6S Award is September 28, 2018.

The Technology Team looks forward to presenting the 6S Award to you this year!
ENGAGE MANUFACTURING’S NEXT GENERATION RAFFLE
To Benefit the National Robotics League
Purchase tickets at https://raffles.ticketprinting.com/?r=7955

WIN AN ALL-NEW FULLY LOADED TORMACH PCNC 440 CNC MACHINE FOR YOUR LOCAL SCHOOL

Ticket Price
$100 each / 3 for $250

Seed the future of manufacturing in your community and across the country. Take advantage of this opportunity to directly influence technology education at your local high school and prepare students for careers in modern manufacturing. Tormach has generously donated to the NRL a PCNC 440 CNC Mill for this raffle. This machine is the perfect combination of performance and affordability with the precision and power for real-life manufacturing projects. Be the catalyst to develop a trained future workforce tailored to meet your business growth needs.

All proceeds to benefit the National Robotics League, NTMA’s job-driven, project-based STEM learning experience to close the skills gap and promote pathways to careers in manufacturing.

Drawing will take place at the NTMA Fall Conference at 7 PM on October 24, 2018.

Need not be present to win. Winner will not be responsible for any taxes if the prize is donated directly to a school or qualified youth organization.

In Pittsburgh, I volunteered to serve on the advisory board for a high school’s Engineering Technology CTC program. When I attended the first meeting, I could not believe my eyes when I looked around their classroom area. The back classroom resembled a more of a machine shop museum than a working learning lab.

At the next meeting of the advisory board (one year later), the new teacher mentioned that none of the machines in the classroom worked. I was horrified that this teacher was charged to recruit new students in the program and prepare them for the state required NOCTI exam on substandard equipment. Actually, saying “substandard” does not adequately describe these machines. These non-working relics should have been in a junkyard instead of being in a classroom. Instead of promoting modern manufacturing, this classroom was more of a deterrent. During the advisory board meeting, I kept saying that it was better to have an empty classroom than have these machines in there. The school needed to call 1-800-Got-Junk to haul them away.

This meeting energized me to make it my mission to assist educators in securing the machines and tools that they need in their classroom. We have obtained Free licenses from SolidWorks and Mastercam for teachers and students. We have helped educators connect with both local funders and the Haas Factory Outlet to add new machines into their classrooms. NTMA members like Stellar Precision Components, donated older and well-maintained machines to Stellar Precision Components, donated older and well-maintained machines to Stellar Precision Components, donated older and well-maintained machines to Stellar Precision Components, donated older and well-maintained machines to Stellar Precision Components, donated older and well-maintained machines to Stellar Precision Components, donated older and well-maintained machines to Stellar Precision Components, donated older and well-maintained machines to Stellar Precision Components, donated older and well-maintained machines to Stellar Precision Components. NTMA members like Stellar Precision Components, donated older and well-maintained machines to Stellar Precision Components.
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We have helped educators connect with both local funders and the Haas Factory Outlet to add new machines into their classrooms. NTMA members like Stellar Precision Components, donated older and well-maintained machines to Stellar Precision Components.

When I mentioned that we were raffling off a Tormach PCNC 440 CNC Mill to veteran NRL teachers the other day, there mouth started to water. These three technology education teachers recognize the value that the Tormach machine would add to their classroom on a daily basis. While it will help them to machine parts for their NRL bot, the CNC machine will help them prepare students for careers in manufacturing. All of these teachers have program alumni that are working in industry and they understand the impact that this machine will make in their classroom.

For only $100 per raffle ticket or 3 for $250, you have the opportunity to make a difference in closing the manufacturing skills gap in your community and across the country. 100 percent of the proceeds from the raffle will directly benefit NTMA’s efforts to engage manufacturing’s next generation through the National Robotics League. The raffle is open now until 7 PM eastern time on Wednesday, October 24, 2018. While the winner does not need to be present, wouldn’t it be great to hear your name called during the NTMA 75th Anniversary Gala at the Fall Conference in Denver?

Seed the future of manufacturing in your community and across the country. Purchase your raffle tickets today at https://tinyurl.com/NRLraffle.
**SOLID CARBIDE TOOLING**

- Ø 3mm - 20mm
- Designs with up to 3 steps
- Lengths up to 20xD
- Coolant through options
- Different geometry options to optimize your specific application
- Regrinds are available

**BRAZED PCD TOOLING**

- Ø 4mm - 20mm
- Brazed wafer to carbide body
- Ideal for CFRP and other unique materials
- Nib-style drills, end mills, and reamers
- Regrinds and PCD remanufactures are available

### NTMA NEWS

**ARE YOU PLANNING TO ATTEND THESE GREAT NETWORKING OPPORTUNITIES AT FALL CONFERENCE?**

**NRL FUNDRAISER**
Tuesday, October 23 • 7:00pm - 10:00pm
Registration Rate: $25 per person • $50 for a team
Back by popular demand, simply because it was a whole lot of fun, we are kicking off opening night with our 2nd Annual Cornhole Tournament. Pair up with a favorite teammate or let NTMA help you connect with another member, and help us Toss Out the Skills Gap. The winning team will go home with a special trophy and bragging rights! All proceeds will benefit the National Robotics League. Watch for a link to register!

**PAC RECEPTION**
Thursday, October 25 • 4:30pm - 5:30pm
Come have a drink on us as we celebrate those who support NTMA’s Political Action Committee (PAC). Talk with John Guzik and Omar Nashashibi of The Franklin Partnership to learn more about all of our recent successes on the Hill and what you can do to become involved.

**CASINO NIGHT AT WYNKOOP BREWING CO.**
**NTMF COCKTAIL HOUR**
Wednesday, October 24 • 11:15am - 1:45pm
Meet with old friends and make new ones as you help support the Government Affairs Administrative Fund (GAAF) at Wynkoop Brewing Company, Colorado’s First Brewpub, home to tastemakers and rulebreakers, bushwhackers and envelope pushers. Purchase all the chips you’d like and put your winnings towards one of our many raffle tickets! It Pays to be a Member, and Omar Nashashibi of The Franklin Partnership to learn more about all of our recent successes on the Hill and what you can do to become involved.

**75TH ANNIVERSARY AWARDS GALA**
Wednesday, October 24 • 7:00pm - 11:00pm
Suggested Dress: Black Tie Optional
Come enjoy an event that will be remembered for years to come as NTMA celebrates 75 years of making America strong together. The gala will feature an awards ceremony highlighting the key achievements and achievers of the first 75 years of NTMA’s history. After the awards are announced, put on your dancing shoes and help us close out the night in style!

**75TH ANNIVERSARY AWARDS GALA**
Wednesday, October 25 • 6:00pm - 7:00pm
Network with the industry’s best and brightest before our Diamond Anniversary celebration. Enjoy light hors d’oeuvres and cocktails and have your picture taken with friends as you make your way down the blue carpet.

**OPTIONAL ACTIVITIES**

- Brewery tour
- Casino night
- Cornhole tournament
- Barbecue dinner
- Auction

**NTMF COCKTAIL HOUR**
**PAC RECEPTION**
Wednesday, October 25 • 6:00pm - 11:00pm
Suggested Dress: Formal Reception
This isn’t just another cocktail hour, it’s a celebration! Meet with old friends and make new ones as you help support the Government Affairs Administrative Fund (GAAF) at Wynkoop Brewing Company, Colorado’s First Brewpub, home to tastemakers and rulebreakers, bushwhackers and envelope pushers. Purchase all the chips you’d like and put your winnings towards one of our many raffle tickets! It Pays to be a Member, and Omar Nashashibi of The Franklin Partnership to learn more about all of our recent successes on the Hill and what you can do to become involved.

**75TH ANNIVERSARY AWARDS GALA**
Wednesday, October 25 • 7:00pm - 11:00pm
Suggested Dress: Black Tie Optional
Come enjoy an event that will be remembered for years to come as NTMA celebrates 75 years of making America strong together. The gala will feature an awards ceremony highlighting the key achievements and achievers of the first 75 years of NTMA’s history. After the awards are announced, put on your dancing shoes and help us close out the night in style!

**STRONG CONNECTIONS CAN MOVE US FROM ‘DATA OVERLOAD’ TO VALUABLE IMPACT**

**CONTACT US TODAY**
Let us help you find the best solution to your most challenging holemaking applications.

330.343.4283

**ALLIED MACHINE & ENGINEERING**
Holemaking Solutions for Today’s Manufacturing
www.alliedmachine.com

**FEATURE**

The focus of this month’s Record is networking. It’s overwhelming to ponder how many times I see the word networking in an average day. It’s used in solicitations for webinars and events, alumni outreach, community gatherings – you get the idea.

But I think sometimes we forget how important networking is beyond just for ourselves personally.

Each of us is involved and invested in many entities – our company, our community, organizations we volunteer with, local political groups, religious or sports groups, schools, the Chamber of Commerce and so many more.

I’d like to share a few examples of networking I do to benefit the NTMA and you, our members. Maybe they will spark some ideas of new ways you can grow your business, influence your community and local schools and make an even bigger impact in your region.

Cleveland, Ohio is home to many non-profits focused on a range of needs – manufacturing, economic development, disadvantaged youth, people with barriers to employment, ecological concerns, human resources, training and development, young professionals and many more.

I have built relationships with PMA, PMPA, the Forging Institute and others that are both local and far away, that focus on aspects of the industries we see “networking” next page
I have attended events with representatives from the national association and many others. Each of us is doing things that others find amazing and inspiring. Each of us is learning something new, and making connections to serve. We have shared experiences and best practices with our respective training programs and software platforms. We are brainstorming how to grow the talent pipeline for our industries through targeted scholarships. We have learned how to better track scholarship recipients over time. We have helped each other overcome obstacles, polish communications and strategies and work together for a stronger manufacturing community.

I frequently participate in Women in Manufacturing events, Association for Talent Development events, a Learning & Development peer learning group through the Institute for Management Studies, and so many more - SHRM, ERC, the alphabet soup of HR and learning & development organizations are limitless. All of these allow me to share the good work that NTMA is doing to fill the manufacturing skills gap, while teaching me something new to share. These experts have helped guide my thinking, and given me better ways to answer members’ questions and help solve problems.

Our NTMA Education Team is another amazing network. We have NTMA members, Chapter Executives and Chapter Leaders, and external participants. Nearly every call includes a member sharing someone for a great idea they plan to bring back to their own company. We’re collaborating constantly on ideas for attracting talent, refreshing our training programs, developing new promotional materials, and driving utilization of existing opportunities.

I hope you found some of these examples interesting and inspiring. My greatest wish is that it sparked at least one concrete idea for something new you can try. Maybe it’s attending that local Chamber of Commerce meeting on community workforce development. Maybe it’s calling up someone at that organization that always posts amazing articles about strategic thinking on LinkedIn. Maybe it’s doing a search for economic development non-profits in your area and asking how you can partner to build a talent pipeline and keep local people in the area, and gainfully employed. The possibilities are endless. NTMA members are a family, and no matter how much information is out there, each of us can continue to make connections that make a difference.

If you have stories or advice you’d like to share, please contact me at schroeder@ntma.org.
Okuma America Corporation is the U.S.-based sales and service affiliate of Okuma Corporation, a world leader in CNC machine tools. The company is the industry’s only single-source provider, with the CNC machine, drive, motors, encoders, spindle and CNC control all manufactured by Okuma. Okuma’s innovative and reliable CNC machining technology, paired with our comprehensive, localized service network, allows users to run continuously with confidence and maximize profitability. Along with our industry-leading distribution network (largest in the Americas), and Partners in THINC, Okuma facilitates quality, productivity and efficiency, empowering the customer and enabling competitive advantages in today’s demanding manufacturing environment.
How To Work A Room™

The art of building and maintaining mutually beneficial relationships.

It’s 6:30 a.m. at an early-morning business-and-technology conference at the Museum of Science in Boston. A model of Skylab hangs from the high ceiling of the upper concourse, giving the room a dreamy feeling. The attendees, a mix of about 750 business people, entrepreneurs, technologists and venture capitalists, have come to seek clients, investors, or jobs.

That’s certainly what drew Diane Darling, Author of The Networking Survival Guide, to the event. Darling is a corporate consultant, business school lecturer, and sought-after as an expert in networking. At the conference begins, she straightens her name tag, pops a mint and strides the crowd.

1 Don’t go in cold

A week before, Darling researches the event on the web to get a sense of the audience. “That way I could do a little research on people I want to meet and use that information to break the ice with them,” she explains. Are these people entrepreneurs? CEOs? Do I try to know as much as I can about the crowd before going in?

2 Travel light

Darling wears a tasteful red jacket, there are a basilisk blue suit here, I stand out in this jacket—but not in a bad way. She carries a small leather portfolio from Leecoy, and around the size of a wallet, with two pockets. One for business cards coming in, the other for cards going out. No fumbling.

3 Walk the walk

She walks through the concourse confidently, smiling. “People are on these events because they want to meet other skilled, talented people. So carry yourself accordingly. Don’t hold your arms. Look like you are having a good time.”

4 Start with breakfast

Darling first heads to the long breakfast table—but not because she’s hungry. People tend to be very accessional around the food. Talking and eating together. It’s a great way to get started at an event,” says Darling, who carries her orange juice in her left hand, so she can shake with her right.

5 Who’s who

Darling skims the room once to scan names into her memory, giving her an idea of who’s in the room before she picks her targets. “Don’t read name tags while talking to people. Always maintain eye contact,” she advises. Suddenly, she always glances at name tags make you look better and和完善.

6 Approach VIPs first

Darling darts over to one of the morning’s guest speakers, a Harvard Business School professor, a good 15 minutes before his presentation starts. “Keynote speakers love to talk and can be great contacts, but other they give their speeches they’re always swarmed.”

7 Spot the lone wolves

The room is crowded, so Darling next looks for people who are standing alone. “It’s harder to integrate into a group. Besides, individual contact is best;inan-one makes for the most effective networking. Just make sure you smile as you approach.”

8 “And you are?”

She approaches a man next. He passions and asks his connection to the event, brief, speaker. Museum of Science, etc. “That helps to get others about themselves so you can connect to their interests and lives. When asked about herself she says, “I’m with Effective Networking. I help companies and people figure out where to network and refine their networking skills.”

9 Press the flesh

On her approach, she likes the first to extend her hand. “It’s an old protocol, a sign that you’re safer to mitigate,” she says later. Also: Make sure to shake hands good-bye, especially if you’re a woman. “It’s not a natural part of a woman’s repertoire of body language, so it is for men.”

10 Be curious

While talking with strangers Darling asks open-ended questions to assess right away whether they’ll be of any help. “Don’t go into a polished 10-second commercial about yourself. Real leaders are curious. You’re trying to pass the test as a personalized human being first and foremost.”

11 Card exchange

Darling has her cards readily available in her right pocket so they’re easy to exchange. She puts cards she receives in her left pocket so they don’t get mixed up.

12 Get an introduction

After traversing the room twice, she spots the conference moderator, a player in the Boston media world. He’s a nice looking coffee, but rather than approaching him solo she enlists a mutual acquaintance to give her an introduction. She’s like an implicit endorser, and the next time we meet, there will be that association and that context.

13 Give and take

The moderator mentions that he’s looking to get in touch with a professor at MIT who Darling happens to know. She offers to call the professor as a way of introduction. “Always try to be a connector; the person who brings people together,” she says. This not only makes Darling look well-connected, it may also make the moderator want to return her favor.

14 It’s a wrap

After three hours, Darling has talked with around two-dozen new contacts. She leaves the conference with plans to call these people in the next weeks. “Remember, you’re not there to close deals or get a job. You’re there to get the right deals—talk with a phone call or a meeting over coffee. Even a text contact like this makes the whole day worthwhile.”

Source: Jeff Rubenke. Originally appeared in WSJ Jungle Magazine | © 2013 xplane.com
CHAPTER NEWS

ADVANCE WELDING 40TH ANNIVERSARY CLAMBAKE AND CAR SHOW CELEBRATION

Advance Welding of Springfield, Massachusetts celebrated their 40 years in business with an anniversary Clambake and Cruise Night on June 14, 2018. The celebration was co-hosted by the Western Massachusetts Chapter of the NTMA. The fun-filled evening included great food, beautiful classic cars and plenty of networking.

METHODS MACHINE TOOLS NAMES NEW DIRECTOR OF FINANCIAL SERVICES

Methods Machine Tools, Inc., has announced that Matthew Sheehan has joined the company as its Director of Financial Services.

“Matt has a skill set that is exemplary in the areas of industrial finance, communication, customer service and professionalism - all which complement and strengthen our department in order to meet and exceed customers’ expectations,” said Kevin Sarro, Director of Finance, Methods Machine Tools, Inc. “We are excited to welcome Matt and look forward to him expanding our finance program, to build the most competitive and tailored finance products.”

Prior to joining Methods, Mr. Sheehan was Vice President/ Relationship Manager at U.S. Bank Equipment Finance for over ten years. In this role, he was in the Manufacturing Vendor Services Group and worked closely with Methods as one of its key lending partners, gaining an extensive knowledge of equipment financing requirements. Earlier in 2018, he received the highest award given at U.S. Bank for his performance and commitment to excellence in 2017 - “The Legends of Possible Award”. Prior to this, Mr. Sheehan held various roles at Fidelity Investments.

Methods Machine Tools, Inc., in operation for 60 years, is a leading supplier of precision machine tools, automation and accessories, providing extensive applications engineering support, installation, parts, service and training through a network of large state-of-the-art technology centers and dealers throughout North America.
THE VALUE OF NETWORKING FOR NATIONAL ASSOCIATE MEMBERS — A SYMBIOTIC RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN NATIONAL ASSOCIATE AND ASSOCIATION TO ENSURE GROWTH

By James Mayer, NTMA, National Account Manager

Networking is instrumental in the National Associate’s ability to recoup the return on investment of their membership dues. The reality is that networking provides value to the membership of the NTMA, both general members and National Associates, in monetary and non-monetary forms. Phil Harris, Marketing Manager for Paulo Heat Treating, defines his networking value proposition. According to Harris, “NTMA events offer NAMs (National Associate Members) the unique opportunity to meet key decision makers at NTMA companies outside of their shops, bond over meals and drinks, and create an equal business stature that can be difficult to create in the typical sales call or customer visit.” Phil is very active in NTMA events, namely the Emerging Leaders and Fall Conferences. He has built a network of members and fellow National Associates who respect him and his opinions, bringing value in the form of friendship, business opportunities, and avenues for advice. Through this network, Phil now has a number of people he can go to for introductions and community building.

Another National Associate, Wolfgang Neitzke, International Business Manager at Siemens says, “Siemens has been honored to be a National Associate at NTMA for a number of years. All of the national and local events provide an excellent opportunity for Siemens to build lasting relationships, to learn about job shops’ needs, business challenges, and best practices, and to make job shops aware of new technology that can help them to be more competitive, productive and efficient in their operations.” Once again, while there is a monetary understanding of the value of networking, Wolfgang’s comments are centered on the non-monetary benefits.

As an NTMA National Associate Member, Wolfgang develops a better understanding of the industry and the needs of his customer base. Membership is also an opportunity for sharing and learning about techniques and technologies that will ultimately make him and his customers more effective— in turn, this increases the monetary value.

National Associate Members have networking opportunities ranging from National Chapter events like the Fall Conference (where I first met Wolfgang) and the Emerging Leaders Conference (where I first met Phil), to the IMTS Tech Tours and the International Tech Tour. The NTMA offers the National Associates the ability to connect with the 30+ local chapters, providing introductions to the chapter president and chapter executive, if only to ensure that they are invited to the local events in their area to begin networking with people they may not see at a national event. National Associates are also provided the ability to network using the social media followers of the NTMA to connect to the membership.

Networking in associations provides members with monetary and non-monetary benefits, the latter coming in the form of camaraderie, shared purpose and new business. While revenue and market share gains is the ultimate goal of both prospective and current National Associates, the networking opportunities provided are hard to put a price tag on.

LEAVE IT TO LEECH

Submitted by Bill Beers, Leech Industries

Leech Industries is celebrating its 70th anniversary in 2018 with the fourth generation in place. The company strives to offer competitive pricing and on-time delivery while maintaining stringent standards of quality. Statistical process control techniques are used throughout manufacturing facilities as required, and the quality system implemented has successfully attained ISO 9001:2008 and AS9100 certifications.

Leech Industries is a staunch supporter of apprenticeship programs. Leech Industries has five apprentices currently. The program is a differentiator for us - not many companies in our area have programs like this, so we have been able to attract and retain young talent. The apprentices often come from local technical schools with a strong desire to learn, and a desire for a structured wage scale. Our company believes in the value of apprenticeships and we would like to see other NTMA members start or grow their own programs to help fill the manufacturing skills gap! Please contact me if you have questions about starting or growing your company’s apprenticeship program.

Pictured: current class of apprentices at Leech Industries
2018 marks Superior Die Set Corporation's 95th year in the die and mold building industries, a component of the old-line skilled manufacturing, which has vanished from the Wisconsin business environment. My grandfather, Kasimir Janiszewski, founded and established the tool and die manufacturing company just as the Great Depression unfolded. As the tool building market crashed, all of the employees and owners of Superior petitioned the Honorable Gustave G. Gehr to save Superior from receivership and he ruled in favor to keep the company open on July 28, 1936. Superior survived and thrived: in the late 30s and early 40s we employed 90 people. Kasimir’s three sons, Alphonse, Casimir Sr.—my father—and Edward all entered WWII. During the war, Kasimir split off the tool and die building business and concentrated on die set building. After the war ended, all three Janiszewski men returned and found a very different business. Since Kasimir thought there was a chance his three sons might not return, and if they did, they would be too old to learn the tool and die trade, he only had retained 12 employees.

Superior was built back up during the 40s and 50s and moved several times from downtown Milwaukee to West Allis and back to Milwaukee at 19th and Cleveland. In 1964, Superior broke ground in Oak Creek, its current headquarters. Alphonse was appointed president and Edward opened a similar facility in Connecticut, operating as an independent company. In 1969, Casimir Sr. was appointed president. Superior continued its growth pattern and entered the mold base market with new products. The last expansion in 1985 put our headquarters at 135,000 sq. ft.

In 1986, Superior grew again as Casimir Jr. (Casey) was appointed president and I was appointed the VP of Manufacturing. During this time, the sphere of communism was beginning to crumble in Eastern Europe, and particularly in Poland. Casey was compelled to go back to Kasimir’s roots and be part of the rebuilding of the manufacturing sector in Poland. Through a series of networking meetings, which included political, manufacturing and academia representatives, Casey identified a small company in the north of Poland as a source of components that Superior was already purchasing in the Far East. In July of 1993, Superior executed what we believe may be the first lease with an option to buy in all of Poland. The company, FCPK-Bytow, the “K” honoring Kasimir, doubled its sales each year for seven consecutive years. We acquired another facility in 2002 in the southern city of Kielce, Poland. In May 2014, FCPK-Bytow purchased another building adjacent to the Kielce plant for future growth. FCPK-Bytow now operates out of three facilities and employs over 275 people. In June of 2018 FCPK opened a new 135,000 sq. ft. addition.

From 2008-2010, Superior confronted the recession and survived because of the dedication of our employees and also the success we experienced in Poland. In late 2013, we began a complete restructuring of our manufacturing operation. By embracing Rapid Response Manufacturing techniques and investing over 3 million dollars in capital improvements from 2013-2015, Superior is well positioned to once again grow not only in our current markets, but match our core competencies to new markets. In a marketplace where many are scaling back or closing their doors, we’re expanding, investing in our business and adding to our workforce. Our family is incredibly proud of our longevity in this competitive and fast-paced industry, and we can’t wait to see what else the Janiszewski and Superior Die Set Corporation can accomplish.

Long-time member and friend of the NTMA, Doris Jean Dysinger, passed away on August 15 at her home in Tipp City, Ohio.

The Dysinger family has been actively involved in the NTMA for decades, and past conference attendees likely recognize Doris’s warm smile from NTMA functions.

She is survived by her mother; her husband of 52 years, David Dysinger (past NTMA chairman); children, David Jr. (Tamar); Dysinger, Greg (Mandy) Dysinger, Jeremy (Cristina) Dysinger, six grandchildren, and a brother, William (Lisa) Cole.

In lieu of flowers, memorial contributions may be made to The ALS Association Central & Southern Ohio or Hospice of Miami County. Expressions of sympathy may be sent to www.trostelchapman.com
Cultivating the Machining Field by Planting Seeds in the Math Classroom

By Dr. Kelly Hanson Remijn, Ph.D., O'Fallon Township High School Mathematics Teacher, O'Fallon, IL

To increase the pool of acquiring highly qualified machinists, this article will provide an example of how technical schools and/or manufacturers can collaborate with schools, specifically 6th-12th grade mathematics teachers, to expose students to the field of manufacturing as well as a potential career in machining and can help mathematics teachers illustrate real life connections to improve student learning, understanding, and appreciation of the importance of mathematics. While not all schools offer CTE (Career Technical Education) programs or STEM classes, all schools require students to take mathematics. Promoting collaborative activities that educate the workforce early can positively impact the manufacturing workforce for the future, as well as positively impact education at a local level now. Thus, professionals from the field of machining should consider collaborative efforts with secondary mathematics teachers to develop lessons/activities that show students how math is used in manufacturing as well as introduce students to the potential jobs related to skilled trades.

After being one of the only math teachers to attend “Manufacturing Day” at Southwestern Illinois College (SWIC) in Granite City, Illinois, I reached out to Mr. Mark Bosworth, Instructor and Coordinator for Industrial Technology and Precision Machining and asked if he would be willing to show me more about the mathematics behind CNC programming. After Mr. Bosworth graciously invited me to spend the day at SWIC, I was able to gain a basic understanding of how plottings points on a coordinate plane could be used to program a machine to cut my name out of a piece of aluminum through this hands-on experience. Following my one-day experience, I began developing a two-day class activity in collaboration with Mr. Bosworth which was then implemented with my 9th grade algebra students at O'Fallon High School in O'Fallon, Illinois.

To begin connecting MATH to Computer Numerical Control, I presented students with a given problem involving x and y coordinates as shown in figure 1. After following the given steps, students not only used their math knowledge to discover that the given word was ‘MATH’, but were also able to determine, from this example, the sequence of steps used to “program” a machine.

Next, students were given a ½ inch graph paper representative of a 3 inch by 5 inch piece of wood with the word ‘FUN’ (as shown in figure 2) and were asked to write a program that would create the word ‘FUN’ out of a piece of wood using a machine. Students, then, wrote a program as shown in figure 3 by ninth grade math student Sadie D.

Following the student creation of the program for the word ‘FUN’, we, as a class, discussed the program steps to determine if any steps were missing and if there might be a different way to write the program. (Note, in the student’s work shown in figure 3, the student forgot to write “put down pencil” after G1X2Y2.5 as identified with the arrow.)

Next, students were given the task of writing a word with at least three letters, creating a design with at least three letters or three numbers followed by the corresponding program. While some students wrote their name or their initials, some students were able to share more about themselves such as with student Sadi D who wrote the name of her favorite band along with the corresponding program as shown in figure 4.

After students created their nameplate design and hand-wrote their corresponding program, the class met in the computer lab the next day where they were provided with instructions (see figure 5) on transferring their program into an electronic form that could be used by a CNC Pranala FX Router Machine. As students worked in the computer lab, I facilitated student progress and helped students along with Mr. Mark Bosworth and Mr. Jerry Bonifield from Southwestern Illinois College who provided their time to answer questions, assist students and share information about manufacturing, Precision Machining Technology, job opportunities and programs offered through Southwestern Illinois College. Although Mr. Bosworth was admittedly a little worried about how much time he would share that he thought the day went great and was even surprised that many of the students completed their programs within 20 minutes.

Once students saved their program in an acceptable format, Mr. Bosworth and Mr. Bonifield reviewed the students’ programs using CIMCO software 8 and helped students make any necessary corrections. At the end of the week, Mr. Bosworth, Mr. Bonifield, and another SWIC instructor, Mr. Louis Marino, reviewed the students’ nameplates during all lunch hours. During this time, my math students had the opportunity to learn how to load their programs into the machine, and to see, firsthand, their nameplates cut by the CNC machine as shown. My students were amazed by how their program moved the machine to cut their initials out of a piece of wood and Mr. Bosworth shared this sentiment as he heard tons of positive comments from students such as “I had no idea I could use math to make real parts, now I know where I can really use these skills.”

Having the CNC machine set up during lunch hours, all students, even those not in my class, had the chance to speak to SWIC instructors, see examples of items made by my math students and other SWIC students from the past, and to learn more about the opportunities available through 2-year technical programs.

While Mr. Bosworth, Mr. Bonifield, Mr. Marino and I all agreed that the students and other SWIC students from the past, had the chance to speak to SWIC instructors, see examples of items made by my math students, even those not in my class, had the chance to speak to SWIC instructors, see examples of items made by my math students, such as “I had no idea I could use math to make real parts, now I know where I can really use these skills.”

I know where I can really use these skills.

After doing this activity, what would you like to know more about?

Making the name plate

Cutting the machine works

I liked how SWIC came in and showed/talked to us about the classes that they teach and how they come to life.

I liked creating the graph how I’d like it to look. I also really liked seeing it come to life smoothly.

I liked the way math was able to come to life.

I liked how coding can help and effect life and build on it.

I liked learning about computer programming at a beginning college level.

I liked how coding can help and effect life and build on it.

After doing this activity, what would you like to know more about?

What did this activity help you better understand?

Making the same name plate

Cutting, writing computer programs

I would like to know more about the 3D manufacturing as well.

More about coding

Making the name plate

Cutting the machine works

I think we were able to learn something with math.

I think we were able to learn something with math.

I can see more about this occupation.

How can coding help and effect life and build on it.

I think I can see more about this occupation.

I would like to know more about the 3D manufacturing as well.

More about coding

I think we were able to learn something with math.

I think we were able to learn something with math.

I can see more about this occupation.

How can coding help and effect life and build on it.
The MB-5000HII will be on display along with 20+ other Okuma machines at IMTS.

Reducing Your Cycle Time By 25% CHANGES YOUR EXPECTATIONS BY 100%

The MB-5000HII gives you the ability to achieve more, in less time. This next-gen machining center lets you change tools quickly, alternate between horizontal and vertical pallets, and drastically reduce your cycle time. Expect more, and get it, with the MB-5000HII.

See where Okuma can take you.

To learn more about Okuma at IMTS 2018, go to okuma.com/IMTS

CONTACT YOUR LOCAL OKUMA DISTRIBUTOR
ARIZONA CNC EQUIPMENT www.arizonacnc.com
EMEC MACHINE TOOLS, INC. www.emecmt.com
HEMAG www.hemag.com
GOSIGER www.gosiger.com
MORRIS GROUP, INC. www.morrisgroupinc.com
HARTWIG www.hartwignc.com
THOMAS SKINNER & SON www.thomasskinner.com

*Lead Author: Kelly Remijan, PhD (O’Fallon Township High School)
Contributor: Mr. Mark Bosworth (Southwestern Illinois College)

Dr. Remijan is a mathematics teacher with 23 years of experience. In addition to being a classroom teacher and a 2003 Milken National Educator Award Recipient, Dr. Remijan has taught mathematics and prepared future teachers as university adjunct, organized and led professional development as a k-12 grant coordinator for 13 counties in Illinois, traveled to Japan as a teacher ambassador with the Fulbright Memorial Fund Teacher Program, written/received grants such as the Math and Science Partnership Grant, and continues to spearhead STEAM initiatives across all levels as presenter, consultant, and STEM/STEAM advocate. For more information about Dr. Remijan, check out: https://kellyremijan.wixsite.com/website.

Sadi D. completed her project with her favorite band name

Trenton B. works on transferring his hand-written program into an electronic form accepted by a CNC Piranha FX Router Machine
Time to Register!

75th Anniversary NTMA Fall Conference

Join us as we celebrate our diamond anniversary and recognize the people and companies who have shaped our organization and our industry. Built on tradition and pointed towards excellence-- this is an event you won’t want to miss.

We’ll see you in Denver, Colorado October 23-26, 2018.